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Background: Defense Methods

Yige Li, et al. Neural attention distillation: Erasing backdoor triggers from deep neural networks. ICLR 2021
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Background: Defense Methods

Kunzhe Huang, et al. Backdoor defense via decoupling the training process. ICLR 2022



Limitations of Previous works & Motivations
• However, most existing defense methods require clean data are inefficient. It is 

still unknown whether a backdoor-free clean model can be directly obtained 
from poisoned datasets.

• In contrast to DNNs, human cognitive systems are known to be immune to input 
perturbations such as stealthy trigger patterns induced by backdoor attacks. 
This is because humans are more sensitive to causal relations than the statistical 
associations of nuisance factors

• From the causal perspective,  backdoor attack acts as the confounder, which 
brings spurious associations between the input images and target labels, making 
the model predictions less reliable.
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Backdoors are easier to learn.
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CBD
Causality-inspired Backdoor Defense

Information 

bottleneck

De-confounder 

penalty term

Two Neural networks are trained, and only 

fC is used for the prediction of the test set.
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CBD

• Term ①, L2 regularization

• Term ②, weighted cross-entropy loss:

• Term ③, adversarial process:
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Resistance to Potential Adaptive Attacks
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• The intuition of our adaptive attack strategy is to slow the injection process of backdoor attacks (i.e., 

increasing the corresponding training losses) by adding optimized noise into the poisoned examples.
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Conclusion & Future Works
• Inspired by the causal perspective, we proposed Causality-inspired Backdoor 

Defense (CBD) to learn de-confounded representations for reliable classification.

• Extensive experiments against 6 state-of-the-art backdoor attacks show the 
effectiveness and robustness of CBD. Further analysis shows that CBD is robust 
against potential adaptive attacks.

• Our work opens up an interesting research direction to leverage causal inference to 
analyze and mitigate backdoor attacks in machine learning.

• Future works include extending CBD to other domains including graph learning, 
federated learning, and self-supervised learning.
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• The paper: https://arxiv.org/abs/2303.06818

• The code: https://github.com/zaixizhang/CBD

• For any further questions, please email : zaixi@mail.ustc.edu.cn
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